
Business Automation in ECM, BPM and Customer Service: 
Melding Content with Processes
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Consumers today are inundated with information. The 
number of media outlets and communication channels is 
proliferating. As a result, your organization is compelled to 
operate under the competing pressures of cost efficiency, 
quick turnaround times and delivering quality service. 

ITyX’ adaptive software helps capture, classify, process and 
utilize relevant data harvested from customer interactions, 
regardless of format or source. Our modular solutions provide 
all essential components of a DMS/ECM system on one 
integrated platform:

	 Email	management	and	social	media	integration
	 Digital	mailroom	and	document	management	
	 Knowledge	management	and	enterprise	search
	 Business	process	management	and	workflow	management

ITyX solutions help “mechanize” business processes in a 
progressively dynamic marketplace. This automation enables 
your organization to perform routine tasks more accurately, 
faster and more economically. Our intelligent software 
converts data into knowledge. Your customers, partners and 
staff will appreciate the difference.

A Perfect Marriage of Content and Process
Adaptive software is the key automating business processes. This intelligent technology learns from 
human behaviors as staff members capture and process text-based transactions in mailrooms, service 
centers and contact centers.

» Capturing text-based content, extracting 
business data and linking it to existing 
data can only be “mechanized” effectively 
and — in particular — sustainably through 
self-learning software technology. «

Süleyman Arayan
CEO ITyX Group
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All Channels 
      One Platform

CEM

Each customer has his or her own idea of what today’s service 
economy should look like. And each individual customer 
expects accurate information. 24/7. Across all channels. 
Instantaneously. Purposeful customer service creates 
competitive edge. 

Thanks to smart phones and wireless Internet, asynchronous 
channels, such as email, digital mail, the Web and social 
media, are now more important than ever. They have, in fact, 
replaced the telephone as the primary channel for customer 
service.

ITyX’ software solutions automate customer dialogs to 
the greatest extent, as far as sensible. Your organization 
now has the capacity it needs to create exceptional service 
experiences. ITyX’ modular solutions platform provides all 
essential elements of your advanced service strategy:

	 Response	management	(email,	documents,	social	media)	
	 Customer	self-service	and	dynamic	online	Q&A
	 Scripting	for	customer	service	chat	and	co-browsing
	 Knowledge	management

Knowledge Is what Impresses Customers 
Adaptive software is the key to having effective dialogs with your customers. It creates room for 
exceptional service experiences.

» Adaptive software is the key to optimized, 
largely automated service dialogs via email 
and online. Our technology observes and 
adopts behaviors of service representatives 
responding to customer inquiries. Thus, the 
system identifies and learns reoccurring 
issues. «

Andreas Klug
Marketing
ITyX Group
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A Modular Platform: Strategically Combine Organizational 
Knowledge (ECM) with Customer Communications (CEM)

Supported	incoming	channels	and	media
ITyX’ platform facilitates complete capture, analysis, distribution, prioritization, 
deployment and intelligent processing of text-based information regardless of source, 
format, location and device.

Mediatrix	solution	modules	
ITyX’ modular client applications for service center, processing, mailroom, sales and 
marketing can be combined in one interface. Mediatrix solutions can be implemented 
as a premise, SaaS or cloud solution. Our modules support all customer interaction 
channels, including smartphones.

CONTEX	integration	and	workflow	platform	
ITyX’ visual workflow designer lets you design business processes with ease. Integration 
into CRM, ACD, DMS, ERP, reporting and archiving, real-time system management and 
automatic workload distribution make the system future-proof. 

CONTEX	engines	
ITyX’ dynamically adaptive technologies for data capture, document and data 
classification, automatic keyword tagging of contents, and identification and extraction 
of business data is based on AI-based probability models.
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SCIENCE & SOFTWARE 

Our Suite of Combinable Solutions for Mail, Email, Web 
and Social Media

Mediatrix		MAILROOM
ITyX’ digital mailroom solution analyzes invoices, letters and forms. Here, harvested contents 
are automatically fed into predefined business processes. The application “knows” exactly 
when it is time to involve internal or external agents, and whom, based on skills.

Mediatrix	RESPONSE
Our response solution for service dialogs and business processes via email, SMS, Facebook 
and Twitter assigns incoming inquiries to the best available agent at the opportune time. 
Mediatrix RESPONSE provides centralized customer and case histories and, what’s more, 
automatically suggests answers.

Mediatrix		SELF	SERVICE
Available as online application and smartphone app, our FAQ solution for automated 
customer communications analyzes and learns questions and automatically suggests 
answers. Agents in service and support therefore are relieved from handling reoccurring, 
standard questions. 

Mediatrix		WEB	SCOUT
WEB SCOUT, ITyX’ proactive chat solution with integrated co-browsing functionality, 
determines which visitors to your website are of the most value. During down times, when 
service staff are not working to capacity, the solution connects customers to live agents, 
creating one-on-one service experiences, reducing obstacles to purchase and leading to 
opportunities to upsell.

Mediatrix		KNOWLEDGE
Mediatrix KNOWLEDGE harvests relevant business data from documents, file systems, 
dialogs and portals. The solution autonomously develops an optimal degree of efficiency 
by dynamically learning the context between questions and selected answers. It includes 
editorial and permission systems, as well as integrated expert forum and expert chat.

Mediatrix		PHONE	TICKET
This is ITyX’ intelligent Q&A scripting solution for answering phone inquiries in service 
and support. A dynamic conversation guide leads internal and external agents down the 
shortest path to a solution or, if an issue can’t be immediately resolved, to options for 
further actions. PHONE TICKET can be implemented in tandem with third-party systems.

Mediatrix		VIRTUAL	AGENT
The VIRTUAL AGENT automatically captures data and transfers it to virtual workspaces 
(screen scraping). This relieves agents from mundane tasks, like dragging and dropping, 
and utilizes existing control mechanisms. Service representatives no longer need to switch 
between media and interfaces.

Mediatrix		COMCRAWLER
The COMCRAWLER analyzes and consolidates opinions in online forums and social networks 
(social media monitoring). Relevant findings are forwarded to Mediatrix RESPONSE and 
further pursued (social media engagement).
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Since 1996, ITyX, in collaboration with leading universities 
and research institutions, has been developing technologies 
that analyze and understand text-based contents regardless 
of language, structure and composition. Today, intelligent 
solutions spawned from these technologies support 
organizations in a variety of ways, applied in various settings:

	 Classifying	text-based	contents
	 Extracting	and	validating	relevant	business	data
	 Converting	content	into	applicable	datasets
	 Mechanizing	reoccurring	business	processes

Our methods represent a new generation of intelligent 
software for the automation of business processes in 
mailroom, back office and contact center. Captured content 
is converted into applicable datasets and automatically 
processed. Your organization is no longer weighted down by 
reoccurring, describable procedures. In day-to-day business, 
your service and support staff can focus specifically on 
challenging individual cases. 

Converts Contents into Applicable Datasets — Automatically
The close relationship between research and software technology is what makes innovation sustainable.

» Dynamic economy spawns growing a 
need for information. Email, Web and social 
media, however, merely produce a futile flood 
of data in which information is wretchedly 
drowning. ITyX solves the information 
problem, because their solutions help 
distinguish information from data. «

Dr. Gerhard Wohland
Head, 

Institut für dynamikrobuste Höchstleistung
www.höchstleister.de
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      Enterprise 
Future

PERFORMANCE

16 Languages, 18 Countries

Our Promise

Organizations across the globe trust ITyX solutions to optimize business processes in service centers, 
mailrooms and business organizations.

Wherever and whenever your organization captures and processes text-based communication, ITyX 
software will boost efficiency and applicability.

Identify and “mechanize” routine tasks to free up your 
staff

Adaptable software by ITyX turns data into relevant 
information. Our solutions automatically assign up to 
80 % of incoming documents, emails and online inquiries 
either to a predefined process or the best agent, based 
on skills. ITyX solutions “mechanize” recurring routine 
tasks: The software automatically extracts and validates 
relevant data and transfers it to respective systems for 
processing or storing. 

Shorten processing times
By “mechanizing” routine tasks, average processing times 
for select procedures decrease by up to 90 %. Specialized 
staff only have to get involved in exceptional cases or for 
quality control purposes. 

Resolve issues quicker and prevent unnecessary 
interactions 

ITyX software answers simple customer inquiries 
automatically — by email, online or via smartphone app. 
Depending on their complexity, up to 70 % of all inquiries 
will be addressed by answers the solution proposes to the 
customer — immediately, 24/7.

Create more transparency
ITyX solutions provide a real-time overview: Are you 
meeting service levels? Are you getting close to exceeding 
capacity? Are external providers delivering on their 
service promise?

Your Advantage

ITyX software

 improves transparency, 

expedites processing 

and lowers costs.

Ask us about it.
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